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About This Game
"Aeve:Zero Gravity" is an arcade space shooter about battles in open space. In a classic mode "Shoot'em'all". You are piloting
an elite fighter equipped with a special "goodness", such as a non-stop gun that unrestrainedly releases blaster fire for all 360
degrees. Hot shootings at high speeds with impenetrable bosses, also armed with smart weapons of destruction will make a good
challenge for hunters for a high reward.
* Hordes of armored spaceships.
* Hundreds of shells dancing in a single fire mash.
* And only one against them all .You.
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Title: Aeve:Zero Gravity
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
EasyGames
Publisher:
EasyGames
Release Date: 4 Jul, 1970

a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP
Processor: Core2Duo
Memory: 512 MB RAM
Graphics: 256mb
Storage: 110 MB available space

English
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aeve zero gravity steam. aeve zero gravity
Fun Late-80s-Arcade style SHMUP. The game's got a bit of a slow start, but once you get into it, it's got some pretty clever
enemy design, cool bosses, and a really nice Sega Genesis-ey soundtrack.. A really nice update for the original Swarmriders,
which is free. It doesn't bring much to the table, but it's fun and cheap.. First waves I completed were somehow frustrating. But
when you get to the main part of the game, it's a real deal. Music rocks. You do some kind of a war dance with a bow.. Do
yourself a favor and ignore this game. i recommend this game its amazing.. This is not a bad game if you want a good story to
read but it's way to easy. Made by SYUPRO DX I guess under the supervision of nis america you would half expect some sort
of challange here but no.
You can literally go through the whole game by spamming attack and healing every so often. Theres no penelty for dying in
batle since everyone levels up at the same time no matter what. Which is not really a bad thing. I'm just more used to leveling
seprate characters up at a time.
The one thing this game has going for it is it's story and the way that it's told. I will give the dev's a passing grade for this sole
reason. If the game didn't have this story it wouldn't be alll that great.
You start off with the final battle againts the demon king. Ruler of demons because of course. rpg tropes aside. As you are
fighting you loose your memories. You can't attack your basically useless you need to figure out why. You go is to complete
each memory phase and unlock it's power which will help you in the battle with the demon king. (just trust me it's told batter
then what i can describe of it.)
I won't go into to many details since this is a story you should go through on your own .... but Just know that the game is very
very easy. It's basically an rpg for beginners kind of like how final fantasy mystioc quest was.
Wait for a sale for this one but it still gets a pass from me. For being a cleaverly told story. Fun game - combination between a
board game and interactive novel. Some pretty interesting characters, nice portraits and landscapes. Original story with party and
relationship building.
I'm not sure if it was a conscious decision or not but the game lets you grind spending as much time as you want looting and
building up your stats and equipment. If you overdo it, final battles can be pretty easy. I didn't get the feeling that many of the
resources were very scarce so that took away a bit of the suspense. Still, I played it through, interested to see how everything
played out.
Another huge plus: this is the improved/ 1.5 version of the game. The devs put a bunch of time into it making it match their
original vision better and gave it to original purchasers for free. Over all, the devs are great and deserve your support!
. This game is a typical representative of the genre of visual novel, as here worked out everything: characters, backgrounds,
soundtracks. Sometimes the plot forces you to take very difficult decisions, which then depends on many things.
If you love brave guys who hunt for treasure, then go ahead and purchase this game, it will not let you regret your choice.
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I wanted to like this game, alot. It broke my heart when the classic ver would not launch. I banished the game to the back of my
steam library until I saw that a new edition had come out.
The original ver still doesnt work. The new ver, frankly, with the combat system removed, seems arbitrary and capricious. I
honestly don\u2019t think that any of the game mechanics work. Worse the lives of the people in your group quickly become
unimportant. They are simply a matter of stats, and you frankly are better off having them die off than spend a few days
injured, consuming food and unable to work.
This game honestly feels like a poorly thought out knockoff of Zafehouse: Diaries. Which frankly is a much better choice if you
want a procedurally generated zombie survival VN.
. Honestly, I just spent two days time playing this game. So I guess let's start with the good:
It's fine as far as horror, great jump scares and they did well with their audio to keep you on edge, but not scary enough to give
you a panic attack or anything.
That's it though. That's all the good.
The bad:
The game starts with two options: Play the game, or exit the game.
They give you no tutorial, no information on what you're about to go into, no goal of the game, you just start playing. Okay,
fine. Until the point where you don't even know IF there's a save, let alone how to do so (M doesn't work, P doesn't work, ESC
only provides the options of OH GUESS WHAT - PLAY or EXIT), and then something in the game either doesn't work or
glitches.
I got to a point where after the woods I was in some vents, and of course you can't get out of the vents from the way you came,
only to find the way forward and out, however it wouldn't let me go down the ladder - the only way to move forward. Therefore,
I was stuck, I couldn't do anything, I was hoping that maybe since there's no save that it would be autosaving - I was wrong. I had
to close the game and hope that it would fix itself when I came back in. I started it back up and boom - everything I had done
(again, for TWO DAYS - because NO SAVE means I had to keep it running even when I had to run errands or sleep) was gone.
I am so annoyed and beyond peeved. I'll probably never pick this game up again, and I recommend that unless you have the time
to pick it up from start-to-finish in one sitting, you don't waste your time or money.. So I purchased this game after they added
tracked motion controllers. It is clear that this is an after thought and does not work as well as it should, you don't interact with
items the way would would expect and other games do this much better. Overall I did enjoy this game and felt it had a good
immersion factor. I did enjoy the story driven gameplay and would reccomend. All i can say about this software is that it is good
for what it does and i think the price is reasonable for what it is. Would i recommend this to my friends? Yes and no for various
reasons.
Pros: Thousands of art clips and make your creative more easier. Quick and easy work. Does not required lot of knowledge to
work with it. Price is cheap and reasonable.
Cons: Resolution is okay but not high quality professional looking logo. No .psd or .ai export file. Some bugs going on in color
selection area.
For professional looking logo, i would recommend the high end software like illustrator and photoshop. But for quick and easy
good enough looking logo, this is it.
Rate: 7\/10. Sims 3: Ten year old game, sold at full price with over-priced DLC, so about \u00a3400 for the full experience.
Don't bother, unless they mark the game down heavily.. Must have! Addicted after 2 minutes. Can see a lot of time being used
up on this game. Why are you still reading this? Go get it!
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